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FOREWORD
Research was performed under Station Project 10-62; the work
was part of North Central Regional Project # 112, "Impact of Changing Transportation Systems on Local Grain and Farm Supply Firms."
Preliminary but more detailed results are reported in an M. S. thesis
prepared by Mr. F. D. Gaibler (5). A more complete account of the
analytical procedures is contained in another report (2).
Much of the data used in this study was supplied by operators of
grain elevators in southcentral Nebraska; their cooperation is greatly
appreciated. Valuable information was received from the Nebraska
Public Service Commission, from the railroad companies serving the
state, and from numerous other sources both public and private.
The computer model which was central to the analysis was developed by investigators at Iowa State University at Ames (1). Data
were programmed and processed at Iowa State. Dr. C. Phillip Baumel
and Mr. John J. Miller, Department of Economics at Iowa State,
helped in a major way throughout the study.
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SUMMARY
Some 249 miles of Nebraska rail line have been abandoned since
1963; another 310 miles are in contention at abandonment proceedings. The abandonment of these and other lines could have serious
economic implications for grain elevators, farmers, and rural communities.
Track abandonment is occurring during a time of rapid expansion
in the grain industry. U. S. corn and grain sorghum production increased more than 40 percent during the decade ending in 1973.
Exports of these commodities increased 157 percent during the same
period. Increases in grain production and exports, along with a shorter harvest season, are placing great strains on the grain marketing
system.
This study assessed the impact of branch-line abandonment on
country elevators and the surrounding communities. A model developed at Iowa State University was used to evaluate implications of
abandonment for a six-county study area in southcentral Nebraska.
The model was used to evaluate the economic feasibility of alternative
grain-handling systems given existing and prospective freight rates
for alternative transport modes, elevator costs for various sizes of
facilities and grain prices at alternative destinations. The model was
designed to determine which alternative marketing and shipping system (including potential subterminal sites for multiple-car grain
shipments) would yield the greatest net returns to the six-county area.
Three rail-line options were evaluated:
I. The existing system of single-car shipments using 100 percent
of the 1974 track at 1974 carrying capacities.
II. The 1974 system upgraded to accommodate multiple-car
shipments of covered hopper cars at reduced freight rates.
III. Abandonment of 25 percent of existing lines with the remaining track upgraded to accommodate multiple-car hopper shipments
at reduced freight rates.
Major findings of the study and their implications include:
1. Abandonment of light-density lines resulted in no great shift in
grain flow patterns beyond those resulting from introduction of
multiple-car rates. Country elevators on light-density lines transshipped large amounts of grain to subterminals during harvest
months but were bypassed by farmers during non-harvest months
under both the option to upgrade all light lines and the option to
abandon these lines. The multiple-car rates were low enough to offset
the higher costs of additional trucking.
2. The highest net returns to the study area were realized under
Option III (track abandonment). The optimum system was one
wherein seven subterminals in the area collected grain from farmers
and from country elevators for outshipment in single-car lots and in
3

50-car covered-hopper trains. Assuming projected 1980 grain flows
such a system yielded nearly $668,000 more net revenue than th~
present system. Savings resulted from reduced rail rates for unit-train
shipments and lower rail line maintenance and upgrading costs resulting from abandonment of light lines. Net revenues were lowest for
Option II (preserving and upgrading all lines), more than $537,000
less than for the 1974 system.
3. When rail cost estimates were substituted for rates in the
analysis the results were somewhat different. Option III had an even
greater lead ($1.7 million) over Option I. Option II became the second best alternative, with net returns nearly $586,000 higher than for
Option I. Rail cost savings from unit-train shipments under Options
II and III were greater than savings from lower trucking costs under
the existing system. Cost savings from multiple-car shipments offset
the high upgrading and maintenance costs borne by Option II.
Multiple-car rates used in the analysis appear to be cost justified.
4. No existing elevators were forced out of business in the short
run. Nor was additional storage required at country elevators or subterminal locations as a result of abandonment. Results suggested that
elevators can continue to operate even in the face of branch-line'
abandonment and the introduction of multiple-car rates. Elevators or
abandoned track, however, might serve only as storage houses all(
might be at a competitive disadvantage relative to subterminals anc
country elevators located on heavy main lines, especially in the long
run.
5. The optimum system required the use of only three-fourths as
many rail cars as would the existing system. Only 1,374 jumbo covered hopper cars would be needed to move the projected 67 million
bushels of corn and grain sorghum shipped from the area in 1980.
Some 1,113 box cars and 690 jumbo hopper cars would be required
under the existing system.
6. Although rail abandonment forced increased truck shipments
for assembly of grain at country and subterminal elevators, tax and
license revenues derived from resulting truck traffic exceeded by
three to five times the additional costs resulting from road maintenance and resurfacing.
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Economic Impact of Railroad
Branch-line Abandonments:
Results of a Southcentral Nebraska Case Study
Dale G. Anderson
Floyd D. Gaibler
Mary Berglund 1
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
Of the 5,624 miles of branch- and main-line road track in Nebraska, 3,357 miles, 60 percent, are branch lines. Major railroads
serving Nebraska have indicated a desire to discontinue service on
many of these branch-line tracks. Some 249 miles of track have been
abandoned since 1963 and hearings are underway to determine the
fate of another 310 miles.
Demands on the transportation system by grain shippers have
been steadily increasing. Some 227 million bushels of corn and grain
sorghum, 58 percent of the year's production, were sold from Nebraska farms in 1963. In 1973, 481 million bushels or 70 percent of
Nebraska production were marketed (4, pp. 13-15, B-17; 11, pp. 8,
37, 43). The drought-damaged 1974 crop was smaller but a larger
proportion (75 percent) was marketed (12, p. 10). Increased use of
high-capacity harvesting machines has resulted in a more rapid
movement of grain to elevators during a shortened harvest season.
This concentration of grain shipments has caused many elevators to
become congested and has placed an increasing burden on the transportation system.
Abandonment of railroad branch lines may have significant economic effects on grain elevators, on farmers, and on surrounding
communities. Elevators on abandoned lines may be faced with higher
transportation costs and be less competitive bidders for farmers'
grain. An elevator losing its rail service has three major alternatives:
1. Substitute truck for rail shipments to major terminals.
2. Truck grain to neighboring elevators located on rail lines.
3. Go out of business.
The farmer, operating in a highly competitive market environment, may receive lower product prices due to higher freight rates.
He may pay higher prices for purchased inputs and consumer products formerly shipped by rail.
'Professor, former Research Assistant, and Research Associate, respectively, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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The community might become economically depressed as ship_
ping costs increase and as the volume of goods moving into and Out of
the area declines. Social costs of rail-line abandonment may include
additional public investment to upgrade and maintain the road system required for accommodation of increased truck traffic.
Purpose of Study
This study evaluated the economic consequences of branch-line
rail abandonments. It measured the economic feasibility of alternative
systems of grain transportation and commercial grain handling and
storage facilities in a case-study area. The area, six counties in southcentral Nebraska (Figure 1), was chosen for its high cash-grain production capability, relatively high levels of commercial grain sales, and
high mileage of light-duty branch lines.
Of the 603 miles of track in the area, 24 percent cannot carry fully
loaded hopper cars. A 67.2-mile stretch of track was abandoned in
1972 but was later purchased by shippers and producers served by th~
line. 2 Railroads have requested permission to abandon another 39.~
miles of track. 3 The area was served by 84 country elevators througt
which farmers marketed an estimated 39 million bushels of grain ir.
1970; these marketings are expected to reach 67 million bushels by
1980. 4
The specific purpose of this study was to evaluate the economic
merits of alternative systems of grain assembly, merchandising, and
storage. This study builds on previous work conducted at Iowa State
University (1). Investigators at Iowa State concluded that country
elevators on abandoned rail lines in northcentral Iowa need not fact'
financial disaster but can continue to operate as storage and mer
chandising houses, shipping their grain receipts by truck to nearb
elevators. The previous study concluded that the lowest cost altern<.
tive to branch-line service (much lower in cost than retention of the
branch lines) was a system wherein a small number of enlarged main'f
line elevators provided "subterminal" service for elevators on aban~',
doned track. The subterminals transshipped (re-shipped) the grain to,
major distant markets (primarily Gulf Coast ports) at reduced freigh~
rates in multiple-car lots. The optimum number of such subterminals
varied, depending on the rate structure and amount of track main~
tained.
While the Iowa and Nebraska study areas were similar in that both
produced a surplus of grain marketed primarily through country
2This line has since been abandoned. It was in operation when the present study wa'/#
made and is included in the analysis.
3Nebraska Public Service Commission.
4Procedures used in projecting grain marketings are found in a separate report (2)..;
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elevators which in turn shipped the grain primarily by rail to terminal
markets, there were important differences as well:
1. Density of grain marketings in Iowa was higher than that in
Nebraska. Iowa marketings per square mile exceeded those in the
Nebraska study area by a factor of 1.8. The Iowa area also marketed
1.8 times as much grain as did the Nebraska area.
2. Iowa farms were smaller and fewer in number than those in the
Nebraska area. Farms in the Nebraska study area averaged 1.5 times
as large as those in the Iowa area.
3. Iowa elevators were smaller and more numerous. The Iowa
area contained 94 country elevators with an average storage capacity
of 484,000 bushels; the Nebraska area had 84 elevators with average
storage capacity of 630,000 bushels. Average receiving capacity of
Nebraska elevator~ was nearly 1.5 times that of elevators in the Iowa
area.
4. Iowa farmers relied heavily on 450-bushel wagons to deliver
their grain to local elevators, while Nebraska farmers generally used
farm trucks.
5. Each area had a unique highway and rail line configuration.
The Iowa area, for example, had a higher proportion of light-duty
branch-line rail than did Nebraska. While 86 percent of the Nebraska
elevators were on a line capable of handling fully loaded hopper cars,
only 58 percent of Iowa study area elevators were so located.
6. Access to markets differed. The Iowa area is closer to major
eastern and Gulf markets, while Nebraska is closer to Oklahoma and
Texas cattle feed lots and to west coast markets.
7. The Iowa area is closer to barge loading facilities, and has limited access to Missouri as well as Mississippi River barge terminals.

Figure 1. Location of Nebraska branch-line rail abandonment case study.
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RESEARCH PROCEDURES
Procedures used in evaluating the economic consequences of alternative grain marketing systems, including abandonment of rail
branch lines, were adapted from techniques employed in the Iowa
study (1). Data describing Nebraska conditions were programmed
into the Iowa model; subsequent computer evaluations of the data
were performed at Iowa State University.
The Model
The spatial equilibrium model used in this study was chosen for its
ability to depict the joint determination of interdependent variables in
the grain marketing network. 5 In the rationalization of the grain distribution system, the future location of new or expanded grainhandling facilities depends upon the projected pattern of rail line
abandonment; conversely, the optimal rail network depends upon the
location of grain elevators and subterminals able to accommodate
multiple-car rail shipments. The number and location of such
facilities and the optimal rail network for the study region were generated simultaneously in the model's solution.
The temporal as well as the spatial aspects of grain marketing were
analyzed. Two commodities (corn and sorghum), two transshipment
stages (elevators and subterminals), and twelve monthly time periods
were incorporated into the model. The objective function maximized
joint net revenue to the region from the sale of the grain (gross
revenue minus transportation, storage, and handling costs at
elevators and subterminals). The solution yielded optimal flows of
grain over time and space, along with the most efficient organization
of the grain marketing network for the six-county area for each of
three basic rail and elevator systems.
Grain was assumed to flow from farms to elevators or subterminals and, finally, to the terminal market which offered the highest net
price. The model allowed for construction of one or more subterminals in the study area to take advantage of multiple-car rail rates.
Grain was shipped by truck from 150 grain producing origins (5 x
5-mile areas) in the six counties to 84 country elevators (in 62 different locations) or 21 potential subterminals. The supply of grain moving from each origin in each of the 12 time periods consisted of 1980
projections. Grain received at a country elevator was either stored or
immediately shipped by truck to a subterminal or by rail or truck to a
terminal grain market.
A system of traditional single-car rail rates from the existing country elevators over existing rail lines was used as a bench-mark for the
5For further information about the Nebraska study and its underlying assumptions
see (2; and 5, pp. 11-63). The major features of the model are also summarized in (10).
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evaluation of other marketing arrangements. Total net joint revenue
was estimated for the system in order to compare its 1980 grainhandling capabilities and costs with those of other options. Potential
subterminal sites were selected on the basis of their location on
adequate rail lines and their grain-handling capabilities. Alternative
rail line options maintained varying percentages of existing line, with
potential subterminal sites being assigned multiple-car rates for Gulf
Coast shipments. Reference to the computer solution then established
the optimal number and location of these subterminals for each option.
Three alternative marketing options were considered by varying
certain initial conditions such as rail rates and rail line networks. Option I was modeled on the existing system of grain marketing in the
six counties; its spatial and temporal routings for grain and resulting
total net revenue were the basis of comparison with Options II and
III.

Option I: Single-car Rail Rates With no Rail Abandonment
1. Existing rail lines were maintained at present handling
capacities.
2. Grain was trucked from producing origins to country elevators.
3. Elevators shipped to markets under single-car rates; study area
contained no subterminals.
4. Elevators on heavy lines could ship in fully-loaded hoppers or
boxcars; elevators on light lines were limited to use of boxcars.
5. All elevators had rail service and could ship grain to markets by
rail or truck.

Option II: Multiple-car Rates With Existing Rail Lines Upgraded
1. All rail line was upgraded to handle fully-loaded jumbo hopper
cars.
2. Grain was trucked from farms to country elevators or directly to
subterminals.
3. Multiple-car rates were in effect for shipments from subterminals to Gulf Coast markets; single-car rates were in effect for shipments from country elevators to markets.
4. All elevators could ship in fully-loaded hoppers.
5. All elevators had rail service and could ship grain to markets by
rail or truck.

Option III: Multiple-car Rates With Abandonment of Light-density
Rail Lines
1. All light-density branch lines in the area were abandoned (about
25 percent of total); remaining lines were upgraded,to handle fullyloaded jumbo hoppers (75 percent of total).
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2. Grain was trucked either from farms to country elevators or
directly to subterminals.
3. Multiple-car rates were in effect for shipments from subterminals to Gulf Coast markets; single-car rates were in effect for shipments from country elevators to markets.
4. Elevators with rail service could ship in fully-loaded hoppers.
5. Elevators without rail line shipped grain to markets by truck.
Data Requirements

Basic data needed for the model included:
1. Projections of 1980 monthly corn and grain sorghum flows
through the marketing system. Expected grain production was based
on acreage projections and future yield estimates. The proportion of
grain marketed was estimated by subtracting expected local feed requirements from projected supply. The seasonal pattern of grain
shipments (13) from farms to elevators was based on historical patterns. Shipments from elevators to terminal markets were spread
evenly over the course of each year.
2. Average prices for corn and grain sorghum. Monthly prices for
the 1969-1970 crop year (an export-oriented year) at each of 14
major terminal markets were used to reflect varying supply and demand conditions over time and space. The absolute level of the price
surface was not critical since the model allocated grain flows on the
basis of relative price differentials among markets.
3. Costs of handling grain at elevators (receiving, drying, storing
and load-out 6 costs). These costs were of two basic types: a) the variable costs of operating and maintaining existing facilities and b) the
annual costs of constructing new elevators and of expanding existing
ones. Existing investments were assumed to have no salvage value.
Plant expansion was permitted only in the event existing elevator
capacity in the area was insufficient to meet projected needs. Two sets
of cost estimates were made, one for country elevators, one for subterminals. Variable costs included drying expenses and therefore varied by time period as well as with output. Storage costs were a function
of length of storage period and elevator type.
Survey results disclosed that the 84 country elevators (at 62 separate locations) in the area had the following average capacities:
a. Storage-630,000 bu.
b. Receiving-900 bu. per hr.
c. Drying-900 bu. per hr.
d. Load-out, boxcars-1,800 bu. per hr.
e. Load-out, hopper cars-2,300 bu. per hr.
·"Load-out" costs are costs associated with the positioning and loading of rail cars or
trucks.
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f. Load-out, trucks-l,700 bu. per hr.
Survey results indicated that 86 percent of the elevators in the area
were located on a rail line capable of carrying fully-loaded hopper
cars. Sixty-four percent had rail siding which would accommodate up
to 10 hopper cars, while only S percent (four elevators) had siding
sufficient to handle 20 or more hopper cars.
Variable costs were updated (3) from estimates in the Iowa study
(1, pp. 164-178). Variable receiving costs varied by grain type and
moisture content of the grain and ranged from 1.78 to S.18 cents per
bushel. Variable storage costs, based on an annual interest rate of 8
percent, were 1.1 cents per bushel per month. Variable load-out costs
were 2.18 cents per bushel for country elevators, 1.67 cents per bushel
for subterminals.
Subterminal construction and expansion costs from the Iowa
study (1, pp. 179-188) were adapted to Nebraska conditions. Estimates were based on the following minimum capacity requirements:
a. Receiving-lS,OOO bu. per hr.
b. Drying-3,000 bu. per hr.
c. Load-out-20,000 bu. per hr.
Potential elevator sites were chosen in part for their ability to meet
these needs; final site selection by the computer was conditioned by
costs of upgrading to meet these criteria as well as by location factors.
4. Costs of transporting grain by alternative modes, including upgrading and maintenance costs of rail lines and of the rural road
network. Truck cost functions were estimated from results of recent
Nebraska studies (6, 7). Producers transported grain an average of 10
miles from farms to elevators in trucks driven an average of 6,000
miles annually. Grain moved from country elevators to terminals and
subterminals in 82S-bushel tractor-trailer units with average one-way
hauls of ISO miles and annual utilization rates of 100,000 miles. Average total costs were $0.4748 per mile and $0.002 per bushel-mile for
the farm truck, $0.3727 per mile and $O.OOOS per bushel-mile for the
tractor-trailer.
Published rail tariffs were used in determining the optimal marketing networks. Multiple-car rates from the area were estimated
from existing rates for grain shipments from Nebraska terminal markets. Rail cost estimates were also made in order to evaluate the impact of alternative marketing systems in broader social context. The
latter were based on Interstate Commerce Commission Cost Scales (8,
9) and adjustments suggested by railroad representatives. 7
Average annual track maintenance costs were $2,800 per mile.
Maintenance costs were avoided by abandonment. The abandoned
60-lb rail had an average net salvage value of $18,410 per mile for an
7 Adjustments were made on the basis of a conference with Union Pacific Railroad
officials.
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annual average value, over 25 years at 10 percent interest, of $2,028.
Costs of upgrading light lines to accommodate unit trains of hopper
cars averaged $49,000 per mile or $5,376 per mile per year over 25
years at 10 percent, assuming a salvage value of $2,181.
Track abandonment resulted in increased use of the rural road
system, the need for roads to be resurfaced more frequently, and a
higher level of highway maintenance costs. The marginal costs of the
additional traffic were calculated as in the Iowa study (1, pp. 23G-238)
on the basis of accounting records supplied by the Nebraska Department of Roads. Road resurfacing and maintenance costs were calculated for each truck size and each marketing option and over six basic
road surface types.
5. Rail car requirements to accommodate estimated grain flows.
The estimated number of box and covered-hopper cars needed to
move the projected 67 million bushels of 1980 grain marketings to
computer-selected markets was computed for each of the three options. Turnaround times were estimated for each major market destination from information supplied by a railroad company.8

RESULTS
Three levels of results were obtained:
1. Grain-milrketing projections to 1980 were estimated for use as
an input into the branch-line evaluation model.
2. The optimum physical grain marketing system was determined
for each of the three rail-line options. Optimum patterns of grain
movements through the elevator system to final domestic or port-ofexit destinations were generated by rerunning the model for each of
the options.
3. The three options were compared to determine which one
yielded the greatest net benefits to shippers.

Projected Grain Marketings
Corn production in the six-county area was projected to reach
more than 51 million bushels by 1980, a 47 percent increase from the
1970 level, or an average yearly growth of 4.7 percent (Table 1). Part
of the increase resulted from increasing yields, part from increased
corn acreage. Corn sales should increase 50 percent from the 1970
level of 28 million bushels to about 37 million bushels in 1980, an
increase of 5.2 percent per year. Grain sorghum production was projected to reach 41 million bushels as compared to 19 million bushels in
1970, a 118 percent increase over the 1970 level. Acreage as well as
BUnion Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Nebraska, August, 1974.
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Table 1. Grain production and sales through commercial elevators, six south central
Nebraska counties, 1970, with projections to 1980.

Corn production
Grain sorghum production
Total grain production
Corn sales
Grain sorghum sales
Total grain sales
Source:

SllrH'~

of

Acrual
19iO

Pn~jecterl

(000 bu.)
34,806
18,977
53,783

(000 bu.)
51,189
41,444
92,633

28,039
10,882
38,921

37,055
29,504
66,559

19HO

n)lllltr~ elt'\atof'i.

yield increases are required to achieve this output. Anticipated sales
of grain sorghum would increase 190 percent, from 10.9 million to
29.5 million bushels between 1970 and 19S0, an average annual increase of 19 percent. Cost and revenue results were based upon these
estimated marketing flows.
Optimum Organization of the Three Systems
Grain Flows
The projected 66.6 million bushels of grain sales for 19S0 were
shipped through elevators in the area to various markets under an
export-oriented grain price structure, 1974 single-car rail rates, and
1974 trucking cost levels. The timing of farmers' shipments to
elevators conformed to historical patterns. Elevators shipped equal
amounts each month to final markets under each option.
The entire 67 million bushels of grain moved directly from farm
origins to country elevators under Option I. Seven country elevators
were designated by the computer as subterminal sites under Options
II and III and were able to move unit-train lots of grain to Gulf
markets under reduced rates. The specific sites chosen for each of the
subterminal elevators depended largely on rail rate differentials
among the various locations. Many potential sites existed, however,
and any existing main-line country elevator with large receiving,
load-out, and storage capacities might have been a logical subterminal
site. 9
The amounts of corn and grain sorghum shipped through country elevators and subterminals under each of the three rail-line options are identified in Figure 2. The amount of grain shipped by
farmers to country elevators declined sharply when multiple-car rates
were made available from subterminals. Under both Options II and
"There is room, of course, for relatively few subterminals; system costs are
minimized with only seven.
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GRAIN PRODUCERS

Option I
66,559,200 bu.
Option II 36,586,453 bu.
Option III 36,320,364 bu.

COUNTY
ELEVATORS

Option I
0
Option II 29,972,747 bu.
Option III 30,238,836 bu.

Option I
0
Option II 14,002,723 bu.
Option III 15,495,116 bu.

SUBTERMINALS

TRANSSHIPMENTS

Option I
66,559,200 bu.
Option II 22,583,730 bu.
Option III 20,825,248 bu.

Option I
0
Option II 43,975,470 bu.
Option III 45,733,952 bu.

TERMINAL or OTHER DESTINATION

Figure 2, Projected (1980) optimal grain marketings from case study area through
alternative market channels under alternative rail-line options.

III country elevators received about 55 percent of all grain shipped by
farmers.
Seasonal routing patterns were similar for both grains. During
October, the first month of feed grain harvest, all elevators received
grain. Only a f~w of the elevators with capacity of 100,000 bushels or
less eventually filled to capacity, however. Much of the grain was
trucked directly from farms to subterminals during October.
Farmers by -passed most of the country elevators and trucked corn
directly to subterminals during December and other non-harvesting
months. Only a few of the country elevators on the perimeter of the
study area rec~ived corn during non-harvest months. All grain sor-
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ghum under both Options II and III was trucked directly to subterminals during non-harvest months. The maximum distance traveled
by farmers to deliver grain to subterminals under both options was 25
miles for corn and 40 miles for grain sorghum.
Only six elevators failed to receive any corn or grain sorghum in
November under Options II and III; all were small, with capacities of
186,000 bushels or less. All November grain sorghum receipts at
country elevators were moved to subterminals or final markets during
that same month. Corn was trucked from elevators to subterminals
only in November under Options II and III. The remaining corn was
stored for later delivery to final markets.
A significant amount of total corn and grain sorghum received by
country elevators was trucked to subterminals for transshipment by
rail- 38 percent of country elevator shipments under Option II, 43
percent for Option III. The larger amount under Option III was
caus.ed by elevators on abandoned lines being forced to use truck
servICe.
Total receipts at subterminals ranged from 1.9 million to 8.5 million Qushels per elevator under Option II and from 1.9 million to 9.0
million bushels under Option III. Average receipts per subterminal
were 6.0 million bushels under Option II, 6.2 million under Option
III. Total annual receipts at all subterminals were 44.0 million bushels
under Option II, 45.7 million bushels for Option III.
Transshipments of grain sorghum from country elevators to subterminals were identical under both Options II and III, with 30
elevators making such shipments in either case. Transshipment of
grain sorghum occurred only during the harvest months of October
and November. Multiple-car rates from subterminals made transshipment attractive even where rail service was still available to
elevators on light-density lines.
Branch-line abandonment had a more significant effect on corn
transshipment patterns. Only four elevators in the six-county area
transshipped corn to subterminals under Option II. All four were
located on the former Chicago and Northwestern line from Seward to
Superior. to The rail rates available to shippers on this line were
higher than those offered by other roads in the area. One very small
elevator on the line was filled in October and was forced to transship
the remainder of its grain.
The most distant truck shipment of corn from a country elevator
to a subterminal was 58 miles. In one instance a nearby subterminal
was bypassed in favor of a more distant one. The lower rail rates to
major corn destinations from the more distant subterminal apparently made trucking the corn the greater distance feasible.
Under Rail Option III, 13 elevators, all located on abandoned
lI)Service over this line was discontinued in 1975.
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Table 2. Optimal corn and grain sorghum destinations by rail-line option.

\larkcra

Corn

Option I

Option II

Grain
sorghum

Grain
sorghum

Total

Corn

Option HI
Grain

Total

Corn

sorghum

Total

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------percent-------------------------------------------------------------------------Kansas City
Denver
Enid
Fort Worth
Amarillo
Gulf
TOTAL

26.78
73.21
0.01
100.00

15.06
9.81
16.65
21.34
16.42
20.72
100.00

6.68
4.35
21.87
50.21
7.71
9.18
100.00

29.36
69.64
1.00
100.00

16.43
4.10
2.28
7.75
10.68
58.76
100.00

7.28
1.82
17.41
42.20
4.74
26.65
100.00

30.76
68.32
~

100.00

16.53
4.10
2.08
7.09
10.58
59.62
100.00

7.33
1.82
18.05
41.17
4.69
26.94
100.00

<l\larkets to which ele\ <I1ot'S in t he study area reported making- grain shipments hut wh it h did not appear in rhe optional solutions included Lincoln. Omaha, Hastings, and Crete,
~ehraska:

Salina, Topeka, and Hutchinson, Kansas: and Brawley, California.

<.0
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branch lines, transshipped to five subterminals. These elevators shipped large amounts of grain to subterminals during the harvest season.
Approximately 79 percent (28,675,371 bushels) of the annual corn
and grain sorghum receipts at country elevators occurred during October and November.
The estimated optimal 1980 proportions of corn and grain sorghum shipped to selected final markets under each of the options are
shown in Table 2. Approximately 50 percent of the grain shipped
under the single-car system (Option I) went to Fort Worth while 22
percent went to Enid, Oklahoma, and 9 percent to the Gulf. Under
Option 11,42 percent of the grain went to Forth Worth, 17 percent to
Enid, and 27 percent to the Gulf. The remaining 16 percent was
shipped to Kansas City, Denver, and Amarillo. Introduction of
multiple-car rates apparently prompted the increase in traffic to Gulf
markets over that for Option I.
Option III flows were similar to those for Option II. Abandonment of light-density lines had a relatively minor effect on shipping
patterns; country elevators on light lines transshipped large amounts
of grain to subterminals under both Options II and III. Many of these
same elevators were bypassed by farmers who delivered their grain
directly to subterminal elevators during the non-harvest months
under each of these options. The additional trucking costs were offset
by lower rail rates for multiple-car shipments from subterminal
facilities.
Storage Requirements

Total commercial storage capacity in 1972 for the six-county area
was 48,472,000 bushels. No additional storage at country elevators
was required to meet 1980 needs of any of the rail-line options. The
seven elevators chosen as subterminal sites under Options II and III
also required no expansion of their 1972 storage capacities to accommodate the additional grain transshipped from country elevators plus
that which was shipped directly from farms.
The temporal pattern of shipments from elevators influences
storage requirements. Rerunning the model for either historical or
computer-selected patterns based on temporal price differentials
rather than the uniform pattern might result in the need for additional storage at some facilities. Transportation delays might also
make expanded storage facilities necessary. Finally, storage requirements vary in response to changes in domestic and export demand
and to variance in crop size.
Rail Car Requirements

Establishment of multiple-car rates substantially improved the
utilization of rail cars. The estimated number of railroad cars needed
to market the grain from the study area under each option is pre17

Table 3. Estimated number of rail cars needed to transport grain under selected
grain distribution systems.
Xurnber of rail cars needed

Hopper

Box

Solution

Option I, maintain 1972
system, single-car rates.
Option II, upgrade 1972
system, multiple-car rates.
Option III, maintain 75 percent
of 1972 system, multiple-car rates.

Percent of
1972 sing-Ie-

Total

(aT system

1,113

690

1,803

100.00

0

1,374

1,374

76.21

0

1,369

1,369

75.93

Source: Adapted from data ()btailled from a railroad

compan~.

sented in Table 3. Option I, the present system, utilized both box cars
and hopper cars to move the projected grain supply since elevators on
light-density lines were unable to ship grain in fully-loaded hopper
cars. An estimated 1,113 box and 690 hopper cars were needed to
move the 1980 projected marketed grain from the six-county area.
Only hopper cars were employed to move the projected grain
shipments under Options II and III. Owing to the decline in numbers
of box cars during the past 10 years, it was assumed that few such cars
would be in existence by 1980.
The use of the larger hopper cars in unit train shipments decreased rail car requirements significantly under Options II and III.
Only 1,374 hopper cars were needed to move projected grain flows to
the selected markets under Option II-76 percent of those required
under the single-car system. Rail car requirements for Option III
were 1,369 hopper cars, less than 76 percent of the total needed for
the single-car system.
Cost and Returns Comparisons
Results from computer runs identified optimum grain distribution systems for each option based on maximization of net returns
(net revenue at final destination minus all transportation, storage,
variable handling, subterminal investment, and rail-line maintenance
and upgrading costs). Rail rates rather than costs of providing rail
service were used in the optimizing process so that the results might
measure the direct and immediate effect of system reorganization on
the study area. It was assumed that improvements in system efficiency
were reflected in prices to grain shippers. Actual costs to the railroad
were also estimated for each of the three systems for comparison with
costs of other activities in the system and to provide a basis for comparing the systems in a broader social context. I I Costs of rural road
maintenance and resurfacing attributable to grain truck traffic were
'.'Rates charged for rail transport services may not correspond to the costs of those
servICes.
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measured in a separate analysis for each of the three options. Inasmuch as highway user charges are included in the estimates of truck
operating costs, inclusion of marginal maintenance and resurfacing
costs in total costs would involve a measure of double counting.
Net Returns
The alternative rail-line options, and their major characteristics,
ranked from highest to lowest in terms of net returns were:
1. Option III: abandonment of 25 percent of the track. Fifty-car
unit trains carried 27 percent of all grain shipments from seven subterminals in the study area to Gulf ports; they shipped 39 percent of
the total in single-car shipments to a variety of destinations. The remaining 34 percent of the grain was moved from country elevators
under single-car rates.
2. Option I: the existing single-car system. The entire 1974 railline system was utilized at existing line capacities. All of the grain
moving from the six-county area was shipped under single-car rates
to a wide range of destinations.
3. Option II: upgraded system. Fifty-car unit trains carried 27
percent of the marketed grain from seven subterminals to the Gulf.
Subterminals shipped another 36 percent in single-car units. The
entire 1974 rail system was preserved and all lines were upgraded to
the 90-pound level. Country elevator facilities handled 37 percent of
the grain in single-car shipments.
By 1980, Option III, the optimum system,12 would return a projected additional $668,000 annually or about 1.0 percent more than
would the single-car shipping system (Table 4). Annual net revenue
under Option III was more than $1.2 million greater than under
Option II, the upgraded rail system.
The major portion of the increase in net returns for Option III, as
compared with Option II, came from reduced costs of railroad maintenance and upgrading occasioned by the abandonment of lightdensity branch lines. Increased upgrading and maintenance costs
under Option II exceeded the additional revenue to shippers generated from reduced multiple-car rates to Gulf ports.
Upgrading all light-density rail lines (Option II) required an investment of $9.6 million. With abandonment of the light-density
branch lines under Option III (150 of the 197 miles of light lines),
total new investment costs were only $2.3 million.
Costs
To measure the total cost impact of alternative marketing systems,
rail cost estimates were substituted for the published rates in the net
12The system generating the highest net return was optimal in comparison with
other systems evaluated; other systems not analyzed might have produced higher net
returns.
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Table 4. Net annual returns from grain shipments from six-county study area under
alternative rail-line options, 1969-70 prices.
Item

Option I

Option II

Option III

----------------------------- ($) --------- ----------------------

Total revenue minus all
transportation, storage and
variable handling costs
Annual subterminal
investment costs
Annual rail-line maintenance
and upgrading costs
Net returns

68,220,904

68,879,392

68,852,144

o

532,314

532,314

1,688,400
66,532,504

2,351,623
65,995,455

1,119,420
67,200,410

Table 5. Projected 1980 annual costs and revenue from grain shipments from study
area under alternative rail-line options.
Item

Optioll I

Option II

Option III

----------------------------- ($) --------- ----------------------

Gross revenue
Transportation costs
"Variable" rail costs
Trucking costs
Annual rail maintenance
& upgrading
Elevator costs
Receiving
Storage
Load-out
Annual subterminal
investment costs
Net revenue

105,723,090

105,773,033

105,795,441

10,943,964
1,765,049

8,770,026
2,682,446

8,818,234
2,703,392

1,688,400

2,351,623

1,119,420

2,265,353
1,191,974
1,450,991

2,169,010
1,191,974
1,527,577

2,168,092
1,191,974
1,550,998

0
86,417,359

532,314
86,548,063

532,314
87,711,017

returns analysis. Since costs were measured subsequent to application
of the net returns optimization technique, all physical aspects of the
three options, including grain flow patterns, were identical to those
reported previously.
Option III (abandonment) was once again the optimal system. Net
revenue under Option III was more than $1.7 million greater than
under Option I (the present system). Option II (upgrading all rail
lines) became the second best alternative, with net returns nearly
$586,000 higher than those for Option I. Table 5 provides additional
details.
Gross revenue (grain price FOB each final destination multiplied
times number of bushels shipped to each respective destination) did
not vary appreciably among options; revenue under Option II was
only slightly higher than under Option I; revenue from Option III
was a bit higher still. Differences in gross revenue stemmed from
differences in distribution of grain flows by destination.
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Transportation costs, and to a lesser extent elevator costs, accounted for most of the net revenue differences among options. Of
the various cost items, differences in "variable" rail costs 13 were the
most important. Option II had the lowest variable rail costs- nearly
$2.2 million lower than those of Option I, more than $148,000 below
the level of Option III. Cost savings from unit-train shipments available to subterminal elevator shippers in Options II and III accounted
for the bulk of these cost savings. Rail cost differences between Options II and III were caused by slight differences in modal and spatial
shipment patterns. Option III costs were higher because slightly more
grain went to more distant markets than under Option II.
Trucking costs were lowest for Option I since no transshipment
between elevators occurred and since there were no direct farm-tosubterminal shipments. Option III trucking costs were higher than
those for Option II by $21,000, reflecting larger transshipments
under the former option as well as additional truck movement incurred as a result of rail abandonment.
Nearly $569,000 in rail maintenance and upgrading costs was
saved under the rail abandonment option (III) in comparison with
Option I. Conversely, upgrading the light lines (Option II) resulted in
maintenance and upgrading costs more than $663,000 greater than
for Option I. Amount of track to be maintained plus the average
discounted salvage value of abandoned track accounted for the differences.
Costs of moving the grain through elevators in the area also varied
by option, though not as markedly as did the transportation costs.
Elevator receiving costs were highest for Option 1-$96,300 more
than for Option II, $97,300 more than for Option III. Size economies
enjoyed by subterminals accounted for the savings for the latter two
options, and were more than sufficient to counteract the increased
level of receipts occurring as a result of transshipments.
Storage costs were identical for each of the options since identical
amounts of grain were shipped under each option and since no additions to storage facilities were required to accommodate unit-train
shipments under Options II and III. Had additional storage space
been needed, costs would have been accordingly higher for the unittrain options.
Load-out costs varied little by option-slightly higher for Options
II and III. Economies of size for subterminal loadouts were insufficient to counteract the effect of larger volume caused by transshipments.
Total transportation costs (variable rail, trucking and rail mainte13These costs were based on ICC Cost Scales data (8) adjusted as noted previouslv.
for conditions encountered in hauls from the study area (p. II, infra.). ICC "variable"
costs are more nearly the equivalent of long-run marginal costs than of variable costs in
an economic sense.
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nance and upgrading costs) were greatest for Option I ($14.3
million)-$572,000 more than for Option II and $1. 7 million more
than Option III transportation costs. Total elevator costs, however,
were highest for Option III and lowest for Option I. Total net revenue (gross revenue minus all transportation and elevator costs) was
greatest for Option III (nearly $87.7 million), smallest for Option I
(slightly more than $86.4 million). Transportation cost savings from
unit-train shipments more than offset the moderately higher elevator
investment and load-out costs for Options II and III. Large savings in
rail track maintenance and upgrading costs made Option III preferable to Option II.
Highway Maintenance and Resurfacing Costs
The additional highway maintenance and resurfacing costs incurred from increased truck movement of grain through subterminals
were calculated for each major type of grain-hauling vehicle over each
major type of road. Tax revenues derived from truck operations were
computed to determine whether the additional revenues would cover
the additional costs incurred by the highway system. The results for
each option appear in Table 6.
Option I incurred $25,171 in marginal highway maintenance and
resurfacing costs from grain shipments, an amount slightly lower than
that for either Option II or III owing to the need to accommodate
truck shipments from country elevators to subterminals for the latter
two options. Highway usage costs for farm-to-market travel were
higher for both Options II and III ($25,421 and $25,866, respectively) because more grain was hauled on secondary unpaved, portland cement, and asphaltic concrete roads which incurred the lowest
highway resurfacing and maintenance costs per round-trip pass per
truck. Under Option I, more of the grain traveled on secondary lowtype bituminous roads which incur the highest maintenance and resurfacing costs. Grain movement from country to subterminal
elevators occurred mainly on portland cement and asphaltic concrete
highways. While construction costs of the higher-type roads were
greater, their marginal maintenance and resurfacing costs per tonmile for truck traffic were lower. While total bushel-miles were
greater for Options II and III, the greater movement of grain on the
more economical (for higher traffic volumes) roads more than offset
the additional costs attributable to increased mileage.
Tax and license revenue for the unit-train options was significantly greater than the level under Option I as a result of greater fuel
and license taxes paid by operators of larger trucks used for countryto-subterminal shipments. Revenue for Option I was $90,189 compared with $140,952 for Option II and $140,468 for Option III. In all
cases, the tax revenue generated from the truck traffic more than
offset the marginal costs of maintenance and resurfacing. Since the
22

Table 6. Estimated annual highway maintenance and resurfacing costs and fuel and license tax revenues attributable to grain trucking
operations in study area, 1980.
Highwav maintenance and resurfacing costs
Solution

From

farm~

From eleyators

Total

Fuel and license taxes
From farms

From elevators

T(Hai

._---------------------------------------------------------------($) -----------------------------------------------------------

Option I, single-car rates,
maintain present system.
Option II, multiple-car rates,
upgrade present system.
Option Ill, multiple-car rates, maintain
75 percent of present system.

25,171

°

25,171

90,190

°

90,189

22,193

3,228

25,421

118,648

22,304

140,952

22,684

3,182

25,866

115,590

24,878

140,468

Source: Adapted from data obtained hom l\'ebraska Depanment of

Road~

and other state and federal agencies.

taxes were included in truck operating costs they were not added to
total transportation costs reported previously.

IMPLICATIONS
Results of the study apply directly to the six-county area. While
similar conditions may prevail in other grain producing areas, different findings might be obtained from studies focused on those areas;
for example, significant amounts of grain moved to the Gulf in
multiple-car shipments under Option III (abandonment). Widespread application of reduced multiple-car rates might imply a
greater movement of grain from the midwest to Gulf ports than the
Gulf export market could sustain.
Institution of multiple-car rates to distant domestic as well as export markets might solve the dilemma. Such rates might be applied to
major domestic processing markets. Export rates to the west coast
might ease the strain on Gulf ports and provide a more direct outlet
for Asian grain buyers.
Findings of the study suggest that reduced rates for multiple-car
grain shipments are cost justified. In fact, cost savings from multiplecar shipments might warrant differentials even greater than presently
offered between single-car and multiple-car rates.
No existing elevators were forced out of business in the short run
because of rail line abandonment. Nor was additional storage required at country elevators or subterminal locations as a result of
abandonment. Results suggest that elevators would continue to operate even in the face of branch-line abandonment and the introduction
of multiple-car rates. Elevators on a light line or an abandoned track
might experience lower turnover ratios and be at an inferior position
in competition with subterminals and country elevators located on
heavy main lines, especially in the long run.
Issuance of multiple-car rates alone could precipitate most of the
above effects. Abandonment of light-density lines would cause no
great shift in grain flow patterns beyond those resulting from introduction of multiple-car rates. Country elevators on light-density lines
transshipped large amounts of grain to subterminals during harvest
months but would be bypassed by farmers during non-harvest
months under both the option to upgrade all light lines and the option to abandon these lines. The multiple-car rates are low enough to
offset the costs of additional trucking of grain.
An added tax burden from increased costs of highway construction and maintenance need not be cause for concern. Although rail
abandonment forced additional truck movement to assemble the
grain at country and subterminal elevators, tax and license revenues
derived from truck shipments exceeded by three to five times the
additional resulting road maintenance and resurfacing costs. The
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analysis did not consider the need for construction of new higher-type
roads to meet the needs of greater truck traffic. Such construction,
where needed, might result in increasing costs for the multiple-car
options.
Rail abandonment need not result in higher transportation costs
to grain shippers. If abandonment is accompanied by reduced
freight rates for multiple-car shipments from the larger elevator
facilities on remaining lines, average total grain marketing costs
should decline. While adjustments in the system would be needed to
accommodate a revised rail system, the local area should experience
net benefits from the changes analyzed in this study.
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